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Sword master dfo guide

Dungeon Fighter Forum Online Forum &gt; DFO &gt; Guide &gt; Slayer Guide &gt; Welcome to Dungeon Fighter Forum Online! A Dungeon Fighter Online fansite, based on the game's mechanism. You are currently viewing our community forums as a guest user. Sign up or Sign In With an account grants
you additional privileges, such as creating and participating in discussions. Discussion in 'Slayer Guides' begins by Fynl, May 15, 2010. Dungeon Fighter Online Forum &gt; DFO &gt; Guide &gt; Slayer Guide &gt; This is a tutorial that Chobou and I wrote. Editing by Ashye. This guide covers everything from
skill to gearing (before and after the re-work). We hope this will help any new and existing swordmaster players. If you have any questions, you can ask on swords yarn or here. Recovery of Inspiration's Post on September 16, 2016 at 1:50 PM Hi, just wondering how good the black smoke ring really is?
The +8 hit rate is amazing no doubt for Byeol, but won't serious damage be on and off as it requires counter damage? Wouldn't top belt security be better (granting the statistics for hit rates and critical damage is lower)? Recovered by Ansegisel's Post on September 16, 2016 at 4:01 PM Hi, just wondering
how good the black smoke ring really is? The +8 hit rate is amazing no doubt for Byeol, but won't serious damage be on and off as it requires counter damage? Wouldn't top belt security be better (granting the statistics for hit rates and critical damage is lower)? I have it listed under DG for a reason. It is a
slightly popular ring choice if you do not have the killer's tongue ring and have a good necklace/bracelet or if people are also lazy to finish bulky. Oh, I'm so... what if it's with Gracia set up? I hear from people in the main conversation that mixed-race is stronger than cumbersome configurations. If I had ring
+ reduced rails or magic cata + gentle auto + or an appolyscive side for SM (forget the name) or normal tear fulness, do you think that would beat the cumbersome configuration? Sorry for all these questions, but I'm trying to decide on the nature of killing Joe or that ring. Too poor for both the restoration of
Ansegisel's Post on September 16, 2016 at 5:12pm Oh I c... what if it's with Gracia set up? I hear from people in the main conversation that mixed-race is stronger than cumbersome configurations. If I had ring + drop rails or magic cata + gentle auto + either an appolymed sub for SM (forgotten name) or
normal tear fulsting, you think that would beat the cumbersome configuration? Sorry for all these questions, but I'm trying to decide on the nature of killing Joe or that ring. Too poor for both No. The reduced + bulky ray will be stronger. Just use a pet crit damage. Great tutorial. Just have a quick question if
you still check this lol. I was wondering if anyone knew about Elemental Shift Shift how it affects the nature of weapons. Lets say you get katana flames with ideal flame set. Would it make more sense to use the fire element change or do you continue to use ice? Whether it matters or effect the element/it
will change your damage to fire or ice or it will stay the same as your elements on your weapon. I do not know if you answered it and I just missed it, but I looked through the tutorial quite thoroughly. Rehabilitation article by Laande on January 4, 2017 at 8:02 PM Great Guide. Just have a quick question if
you still check this lol. I was wondering if anyone knew about Elemental Shift and how it affected the nature of weapons. Lets say you get katana flames with ideal flame set. Would it make more sense to use the fire element change or do you continue to use ice? Whether it matters or effect the element/it
will change your damage to fire or ice or it will stay the same as your elements on your weapon. I do not know if you answered it and I just missed it, but I looked through the tutorial quite thoroughly. You will use fire to get proc fire tone because those will benefit greatly from your stacked fire damage. And
even if you have used a different factor change it will still take fire from the katana as well. the only other factor that happens is tone procs that I don't think count as a neutral state. First of all thanks to such an extensive guide. I recently started playing and was tossed between weapons masters or sword
masters. Reading through this tutorial I decided to go with the sword master and it worked out great ATM. I want to finally use a katana but reading through the tutorial it seems my first priority will reach level 90 then grind the OV for ancient delusions or monster rules set then start running hell and praying
for good drops. Does this sound right and are there any changes now limiting that level to 90? Rehabilitation of pkChobo's article on January 25, 2017 at 12:47 PM First of all thanks to such extended guidance. I recently started playing and was tossed between weapons masters or sword masters. Reading
through this tutorial I decided to go with the sword master and it worked out great ATM. I want to finally use a katana but reading through the tutorial it seems my first priority will reach level 90 then grind the OV for ancient delusions or monster rules set then start running hell and praying for good drops.
Does this sound right and are there any changes now limiting that level to 90? You don't have to be lvl90 to start OV, although it definitely makes it easier. But there's definitely chrons-&gt;hell, which is an extremely path Turn. First of all thanks to such an extensive guide. I recently started playing and was
tossed between weapons masters or sword masters. Reading through this tutorial I decided to go with the sword master and it worked out great ATM. I want to finally use a katana but reading through the tutorial seems The first priority will be to reach level 90 then grind the OV for ancient delusions or set
monster rules then start running hell and praying for good drops. Does this sound right and are there any changes now limiting that level to 90? You can do both. OV does not take too much time and hell, you can only run in easy mode. If you can't find the singly you need, then after you get your ov set,
farm for Gracia. Should be good enough for Requiem then. In the meantime, you can farm daily ancients along with OV/hell Thanks for that, there are so many different sets of cakes it can get very confusing on the optimal path. Just so I'm clear it must be something like this? Farm OV for chrons Farm hell
easy for any ancients to get rocks appeased for Requiem I abit confused about where to get Gracia, according to wiki I will need remnants of apostles and impersonation reports and those apparently dropped in Time Gate - Requiem City of Noire Ferra, it's an ancient dungeon. So does that mean I farm
ancients for both Requiem and Gracia set up? Reinstated pyros' article on January 26, 2017 at 3:11 PM There are ancients that are both for requiem and gracia (or other armor sets). That said, you'll probably want to farm a reconstruction weapon at 90 instead, from Bloody Lane + to daily missions. It took
a few days (3days with neopremium + waste event box is what it took me on my Vagabond) and gives a weapon that is quite similar to Requiem in power level, but obviously much faster. It may take longer if you don't use all your FP's on the bloody lane, but still pretty fast. Then if you want a lib, I'd
consider just raising gold instead. Lib prices are so shit today that it's absolutely not worth crafting one at all until they do the legend again. You can get 90m or lib for as much as 25-30m, which is like less than 200,000 farming money, while a Lib still takes as much as 2+ months and can cost you even
more money if you're unlucky on the craft (it's like 2.5m per attempt and failure more often than not, you can guarantee success at 10fails but that's still 25m and like 2months of daillies after you finish requiem and if you do that version you can't sell it later if you find an antholy). Recovering article by
Fade2black001 on January 27, 2017 at 10:20 AM Hi, I looked at you tutorial and have a few questions. How feasible is your tutorial today as it seems a bit old. I mean you said in your tutorial that Zan building kills and destroys everything with the right gear, SS is expnsive but is the 2nd highest damage?
So let's go to Katana and Bludegon? Bludegons sure is the cheapest but never really liked the style of play with them. I've been using a Katana ever since forever from lvl 15 to lvl 87 and have loved them but then I tried SS and found a new love. The ability to do 2 elements at once is great and really likes
it. Draw is class is expensive and I'm not made of money either but ... I I what I really want to know is the most powerful weapon class as of now and if the SS is still good and feasible even for someone who doesn't have too much money. I decided to make this elementary class of me as I fell in love with it
again. I thank you for taking your time and do not know how often you check this page but thanks again PS What all this really involves is having an SS on the best AH (according to you that money can buy for 40m when it is said to be worth 200m?) and was wondering if I should get it. Recovering an
Ansegisel article on January 27, 2017 at 2:52 PM Hi, I looked at you tutorials and had a few questions. How feasible is your tutorial today as it seems a bit old. I mean you said in your tutorial that Zan building kills and destroys everything with the right gear, SS is expnsive but is the 2nd highest damage?
So let's go to Katana and Bludegon? Bludegons are definitely the cheapest but never really like the style of play with them. I've been using a Katana ever since forever from lvl 15 to lvl 87 and have loved them but then I tried SS and found a new love. The ability to do 2 elements at once is great and really
likes it. Draw is class is expensive and I'm not made of money either but ... I guess what I really want to know is the most powerful weapon class as of now and if the SS is still good and feasible even for someone who doesn't have too much money. I decided to make this elementary class of me as I fell in
love with it again. I thank you for taking your time and do not know how often you check this page but thanks again PS What all this really involves is having an SS on the best AH (according to you that money can buy for 40m when it is said to be worth 200m?) and was wondering if I should get it. The
tutorial is outdated due to 90 epics/cap but you can still use it for general information. Zan is the strongest when you're using the myth/the legend. SS is not really good outside monster ruler for now but after sm buff, it becomes feasible if you don't use monster ruler. In general, Zan &gt; Katana &gt; Blud
&gt; SS when you're using the app and this stays true after the sm buff afterwards. The tutorial is outdated due to 90 epics/cap but you can still use it for general information. Zan is the strongest when you're using the myth/the legend. SS is not really good outside monster ruler for now but after sm buff, it
becomes feasible if you don't use monster ruler. In general, Zan &gt; Katana &gt; Blud &gt; SS when you're using the app and this stays true after the sm buff afterwards. Why do you use 90 katana with full sheets senpaiiiiii Why do you use 90 katana with full sheets senpaiiiiii I use Katana for faster hell.
Hells. Hells.
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